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In The Name of Allah,
The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful
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The Love
of Allah
Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali (D. 505 A.H.)

An Exceptional Love
The

T

HE LOVE OF Allah should occupy man’s heart and
get total possession of it; and if it does not seize it
entirely, it should at least outweigh the love of all other
things in it. Allah says about the believers,

“He loves them and they love Him,” [5:54]
and the Prophet said,
“A man would not have attained faith until/unless he loves Allah and
His Messenger more than anything else.” (Bukhari)
When Azrael (the Angel who receives souls of people at time of death) came
to take the soul of Prophet Ibrahim, the latter said, “Have you ever seen a friend
take his friend’s life?” To that, Allah replied, “Have you ever seen a friend
unwilling to see his friend?” Then Ibrahim said, “O Azrael! Take my soul!” The

Prophet taught the following du’a’ or prayer to his Companions, “O Allah, allow
me to love You and to love those who love You, and love whatsoever brings me
nearer to Your love, and make Your love more precious to me than cold water
to the thirsty.” (Tirmidhi) Al-Hassan Al-Basri used to say, “He who knows
Allah, loves Him.”

Causes of the Love of Allah
The first cause is man’s love for himself and his drive to perfect his own creation.
This leads directly to loving Allah because man’s very existence and attributes are
but the gift of Allah whose grace and kindness have brought man from behind the
curtain of non-existence into this visible world. Man’s preservation and eventual
attainment of perfection are also entirely dependent upon Allah’s grace. It would
indeed be a wonder if one should take refuge from the heat of the Sun under the
shadow of a tree and not be grateful to the tree, without which there would be no
shadow at all. On precisely the same way, were it not for Allah, man would have
neither existence nor attributes at all.
The second cause of this love is that man loves his benefactor, and in truth,
his only Benefactor is Allah, for whatever kindness man receives from fellowcreatures is due to the immediate instigation of love. Whatever the motive that
may have prompted the kindness he receives from others, Allah is the Agent who
set that motive to work.
The third cause of man’s love of Allah is his contemplation of the beautiful
Attribute of Allah, His power and wisdom, of which human power and wisdom
are but the feeblest reflections.

Signs of the Love of Allah
Many claim to love Allah. But each should examine himself as to the genuineness
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of the love which he professes.
The first test of how genuine the love is this: he should not dislike the thought
of death, for no friend shrinks away from going to see a dear and beloved friend.
The Companion Abu Musa Al-Ash’ari narrated that the Prophet said,
“Whoever wishes to meet Allah, Allah wishes to meet him.” (Bukhari)
It is true a sincere lover of Allah may shrink away from the thought of dying
before he is fully prepared to meet his beloved One in the Next World, but a sincere
lover, one would think, should work diligently to prepare for that sure meeting
ahead of time.
The second test is that one should be willing to sacrifice his own will to Allah’s;
should cling to what brings him nearer to Him; and should shun all that distances
him from Allah. One’s commission of sins is no proof that one does not love Allah
at all, but it proves that he does not love Him with his whole heart. Al-Fudhayl ibn
Iyad once said, “If any one asks you whether you love Allah, keep silent; for if you
say, ‘I do not love him,’ you are a nonbeliever; and if you say, ‘I do,’ your deeds
may contradict your claim.”
The third test is that the remembrance of Allah should always remain fresh
in one’s heart, for what one loves, one constantly remembers; and if that love is
perfect, one would never forget it.
The fourth test is that he will love the Qur’an, which is the word of Allah, and
Muhammad, who is the Prophet of Allah; in fact, if his love is really strong, it
will encompass the whole creation, for he who loves any one, loves the work he
composes.

The fifth test is that he covets retirement and privacy for purpose of worship
and devotion; he longs for the approach of night so that he may hold association
with his Friend without hindrance. If he prefers conversation by day and sleep at
night to such retirement, then, his love is imperfect.
The sixth test is that worship becomes easy. A righteous man once said, “Over
a span of thirty years, I performed my night-devotions with great difficulty, but
during the course of next thirty years they became a delight.” When love to Allah
is complete, no joy is equal to the joy of worship.
The seventh test is that lovers of Allah love those who obey Him and detest
those who disbelieve in Him and disobey Him. He says,
“You will not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day having
affection for those who oppose Allah and His Messenger, even if they were
their fathers or their sons or their brothers or their kindred. Those – He has
decreed within their hearts faith and supported them with spirit from Him.
And We will admit them to gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein
they abide eternally. Allah is pleased with them, and they are pleased with
Him – those are the party of Allah. Unquestionably, the party of Allah is the
successful.” [58:22]
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Feeling Secure
Against
God’s Design
Shams Al-Din Al-Thahabi (D.748 AH)

The
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N REFERENCE TO people who get drowned to their
material affairs and end up leading a life in vain
completely forgetting about their creator and about
worshipping Him, Allah says,
“But, when they neglected that with which they had been
admonished, we opened for them the gates of all things, until
when they rejoiced in what they were given, we seized them
suddenly, and they were in utter despair [mublisun].” (6:44)

In a hadith narrated by ‘Uqbah ibn ‘Aamir Allah’s Messenger said,
“When you see that Allah has bestowed upon a person that which he
likes to have, and that person persists in his sinning, [know] that is his
gradual downfall.” The Prophet then recited ‘But, when they neglected that
with which they had been admonished, we opened for them the gates of all things,

until when they rejoiced in what they were given, we seized them suddenly, and
they were in utter despair [Mublisoon].” [Tabarani]
The word mublisun or “struck with despair” means totally despaired of
being saved from destruction. Commenting on this verse, Ibn ‘Abbas said that
they, “Lost hope in any good outcome.”
It is narrated by some of Salaf (the righteous forefathers) that when Satan
erred – by disobeying Allah’s command to prostrate to Adam – while he was
the teacher of angels, the archangels Gabriel and Michael began to weep bitterly.
Allah the Great and Glorious asked [God knows the reason but He asks so that
it becomes clear] them, “Why are you weeping?” They replied, “We do not feel
secure from your plan.” Allah replied, “This is how you should be, not heedless
of my plan.”
The Prophet used to repeatedly say,
“O Turner of the hearts, keep our hearts firm on your religion.” When
he was asked, “O Messenger of Allah, are you afraid concerning us?” He
replied, “The hearts of Allah’s servants are between two of the fingers of
the Most Merciful; He turns them [this way and that way] as He deems
proper.” (Tirmidhi)
Ibn Mas’ud reported that Allah’s Messenger said,
“By Him besides whom there is no god, one of you will do the deeds of
the inhabitants of Paradise, so that he is only a span away from it, then
the Book [Allah’s decrees and destiny] overtakes and he [as a result] does
the deeds of the inhabitants of the Hellfire and he enters it.” (Bukhari
and Muslim)
In another narration, Allah’s Messenger also said
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“One does the deeds of the inhabitants of the Hellfire, but he is an
inhabitant of the Paradise, and another does the deeds of the inhabitants
of the Paradise but he is an inhabitant of Hellfire, for judgment is given
according to one’s last actions.” (Bukhari and Muslim)
In addition, we all know of stories of people who lived righteously yet at the
end they died in a state of unbelief and others who lived sinful lives but died
repentant or as martyrs. Here, I am going to tell such a story.
Once in Egypt, there was this young man who was employed as a mua’ththin
(caller to prayer) and an Imam at a masjid, to make aathan (the call to Salah) and
lead the Salah. His face shone with the light because of faith and good deeds.
One day the man climbed up the minaret of the masjid to sound the aathan,
as he usually did five times a day, he saw something that had a tremendous
impact on his life. Next to the masjid there was the house of a Christian, and its
courtyard was visible from the minaret. While at the minaret, the young man
happened to look down at the courtyard, and his eyes fell upon the Christian
neighbor’s beautiful daughter, who had come out in the courtyard. His heart
went out to her and forgetting about the aathan, he came down and knocked
at her door. She opened the door and asked: “Who are you and what do you
want?” He replied: “I want you.” She replied: “I do not have secret affairs.” He
said: “Will you marry me?” She said; “You are a Muslim and my father will
not permit me to marry you.” He said: “I will become a Christian.” She was
overwhelmed by his passion and said: “If you become a Christian, I shall marry
you.” So the young man converted to Christianity in order to marry her and he
stayed in her house. But while he was climbing some stairs in the house that
afternoon, he slipped and fell, broke his neck, and died instantly. And so this
young man renounced his religion for the sake of material life (the girl), but
he died without enjoying even a single embrace with her. We seek refuge with
Allah from such an end.

Acts of the

Salah and the
Heart’s States
				

in Them

Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali (D. 505 AH)

The
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HEN YOU HEAR the Aathan, let that remind
you of the horrors of the Summons on the Day of
Resurrection. Spare no time in fully preparing yourself
to respond. For those who hasten to answer this call
are the ones who will receive gentle summoning on the
Day of the Great Review. So review your hearts now; if
you find it elated and eager to respond, you can expect
the Summons to bring you glad tidings on the Day of
Judgment. That is why the Prophet used to address Bilal
saying: “Delight us by the Salah, O Bilal!”
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Wudhu
When you perform ritual ablutions (wudhu or ghusl), make sure to also
tend to the cleanliness of your inner being, which lies at the heart of all
these. In cleaning your inner being use in the place of water repentance and
remorse for your excesses, and a resolve not to perpetrate them in the future.
Thus you should cleanse your inner being, for that is the place where your
Lord will be looking.

Covering Private Parts
When in Salah, make sure that certain parts of your body are covered from
the eyes of other humans. But you should also mind your internal shameful
spots, those unworthy secrets of your soul that are beheld only by Allah.
Beware these faults and realize that nothing will escape the sight of Allah.

Facing The Qiblah
In this you turn your face away from all other directions sand set it toward
the Ka’bah. More important than that, however, is to turn your heart away
from everything else other than Allah, directing it towards Allah Almighty.
This is the whole point of the practice!

Standing Upright
This means holding oneself erect – in body and in spirit – in the presence
of Allah. Your head which is the highest part of your body should be bowed

down as a reminder of the need to keep the heart meek and humble, free of
arrogance and pride.

Intention
When forming the intention, resolve to be responsive to Allah by performing
the Salah in full conformity with His commands, by doing it properly, by avoiding
things that invalidate or detract from its wholeness, and by doing all this for the
sake of Allah alone, hoping for His reward and fearing His punishment, seeking
His grace and favor for His leave.

Takbir
When making takbir (pronouncing the phrase: Allahu Akbar to begin the Salah
acts), your heart must be inundated with the meaning of takbir. You should feel in
your heart that nothing whatsoever is greater than Allah.

Reciting the Qur’an
People fall in three categories when it comes to Qur’an recitation: (a) those
who move their tongues unconsciously, (b) those who are conscious of the
movement of tongue, understand the meaning while listening as if to a person
outside themselves; this is the degree of ‘those on the right’, (c) those who start from
awareness of the meaning, then use the tongue to give expression to this inner
consciousness.
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Bowing
Bowing (ruku’) indicates a renewed affirmation of the supreme greatness of
Allah. In bowing you confirm your submissiveness and humility, striving to
refine your inner feelings through a fresh awareness of your own impotence and
insignificance before the might and grandeur of your Lord. To confirm this, you
seek the aid of your tongue, glorifying Allah and testifying repeatedly to His
Supreme Majesty. Then you rise from bowing, hopeful that He will be merciful
towards you. To emphasize this hope within you, you say: “Allah hears those
who give thanks to Him.” Acknowledging the need to express gratitude, you
immediately add: “Grateful praise to You our Lord!”

Prostration
Then you go down in prostration. This is the utmost point of submission, for
when you prostrate, you bring the noblest part of your body – your face – down to
meet the most lowly of all things, the dust of the earth. When you place yourself
in this position of lowliness, be mindful of the fact that you belong there, from
dust you were created and to dust you shall return. At the same time you should
renew your inner awareness of Allah’s majesty, repeating: ’Glory to my Lord Most
High!”

Sitting And Testifying
When you sit to make the testimony (tashahhud), sit decorously. Declare
that all the Salahs and good deeds you perform are for the sake of Allah, and

everything belongs to Him. Such is the meaning of al-tahiyyat. Be inwardly
aware of the Prophet, and of his noble person, as you say: “Peace be upon you,
O Prophet, as well as Allah’s mercy and blessing.” Be sure that he will return
an even more perfect greeting to you. Then salute yourself and all of Allah’s
righteous servants. Then testify to the Unity of Allah, and to the mission of
Prophet Muhammad.

End of Supplication:
Make sure to supplicate at the end of your ritual Salah and before taslim,
imploring and entreating with meekness and humility, confidently hoping to be
answered. Let your supplication include your parents and the other believers.

Salutation
Finally, and with the intention of concluding your Salah, address your taslim
to the angels and the others present. Feel a sense of gratitude to Allah for having
enabled you to complete this act of worship. Imagine that you are saying farewell
to this Salah of yours, and that you may not live to make another one.
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Maintaining
The Presence of the
Heart in Salah
Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali (D. 505 AH)
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NOW THAT THE believer must, at all times, exalt his
Lord, Allah, fear His punishment, have hope in Him
and feel ashamed of his shortcomings. Consequently, a
believer must not become free of these states especially
during Salah.

One must strive to repel any distracting fancies that can compromise the
presence of his heart in Salah. However, these engrossing fancies themselves are
not repelled except through the repelling of their causes; so learn the causes of any
fancy that befalls you in worship.
Know also that the source of such fancies is either external or internal.
Externally, trouble could come through what strikes the hearing or appears

to the sight, for that usually snatches away one’s attention. Then the thought
is drawn away to something else and it goes linking on. Likewise the sight of
things could become a cause of thought about them, and then some of those
thoughts give rise to others. The remedy for that lies in cutting off these causes,
by lowering the gaze, or performing the Salah where it is dark, or by drawing
near to a wall or a barrier so that the range of one’s vision may not be extended,
and guarding against worship in the streets and in excessively decorated places,
or on dyed carpet. For that reason, some of Allah’s special servants make Salah
in a small slightly lighted place, just large enough for prostration so that their
attention might be more concentrated. And when they are in a congregational
Salah, they would lower their gaze and not let it pass the spot of prostration. It
was reported that Ibn ‘Umar would remove from the place of worship any book,
sword or decorative writing.
The inward causes, however, can be more difficult to deal with, because the
lowering of the gaze is of no use to the one whose mind flies from one thing to
another while in worship, for what twinkled in the heart previously is a sufficient
preoccupation. Consequently, a good solution for his predicament lies in restoring
the self forcibly to an understanding of what one is reciting in the Salah, and in
employing one’s self in this rather than anything else. What insures that he does
this is that he prepares for it before the opening takbir of the Salah by remembering
the next abode or the peril of his position before Allah. One should strive to empty
his heart before entering upon the Salah he is solicitous about, and not leave to his
lower self any business to which his interest may turn.
The Messenger of Allah said to ‘Uthman ibn Abi Shaibah,
“I forgot to tell you to cover the two horns (of a huge ram head that were
not yet removed from around the Ka’bah at the time) for it is not fitting
that there should be in the House of Allah anything that distracts men
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from their Salah.” (Ahmad and Abu Dawud)
This is the way to quite the distracting thoughts. Then, if the thing that excites
one’s thought does not respond to his quieting remedy, nothing will save him
except the purge that drains the matter of the disease from the deepest veins. This
is to look into the matters turning him away and preoccupying his heart. There is
no doubt that they have some thing to do with his chief concerns, and they have
gained importance only on account of his desires. So he chastises his lower self
by breaking away from those desires and cutting off those bonds. For whatever
preoccupies him from his worship is an opponent of his religion, and is of the
army of Satan, his enemy. Holding on to it is more harmful for him than casting it
out, for he saves himself from it by casting it out, just as it is related that Prophet
Muhammad once offered Salah wearing an embroidered black robe given to him
as a gift by a man named Abu Jahm. When the Prophet was done with his Salah,
he took it off and said,
“Take it to Abu Jahm, for it distracted me a while ago from my Salah, and
bring me Abu Jahm’s coarse woolen garment.” (Bukhari and Muslim)
It is also reported that he had a gold ring on his hand (before gold was made
unlawful) while he was in the pulpit, and he threw it away, saying,
“It occupied my thoughts in Salah.” (Nasa’i)
A third report tells that while the Companion Abu Talhah was offering Salah
in an orchard of his, a woodpigeon flew among the trees, looking for an exit,
and his sight followed it awhile. Then he did not know how many rak’ahs he had
performed. So he mentioned the incident to the Messenger of Allah and said,
“I give the orchard to you as a sadaqah, so put it wherever you wish.”
(A-Muwatta)

This is the remedy that overcomes the disease, when nothing else works. For
what we have mentioned concerning what is favorable for maintaining presence
of the heart in worship is beneficial with weak desires and cares which do not
occupy more than the margin of the heart. But quieting does not benefit the strong,
overcoming desires. Rather, they continue to bug you, and all your worship comes
to an end while you are occupied in pulling this way and that way. It is like a
man under a tree who wants to do some clear thinking for himself. But the voices
of the sparrows disturb him, and he continually shoos them off and returns to
his thinking. Then the sparrows return and he repeats the shooing all over again.
Then it is said to him, “What are you doing is useless. If you wish salvation, cut
down the tree,” So too is the tree of the desires, whenever it spreads out and its
branches extend themselves, has thoughts attracted to it as sparrows are attracted
to trees and as flies are attracted to filth, and the business of getting rid of them is
a prolonged, arduous one.
So likewise the stray thoughts and desires are numerous, and rarely is a
creature free from them. But all of them are traceable to one root: the love of
this life; that is the mother of all sins, the foundation of all deficiency and the
source of all wickedness. Anyone whose heart harbors love of this life so that
he inclines to it for its own sake, and not in order to provide for his journey
to the next abode, could not possibly achieve excellence in Salah. For whoever
rejoices in this life will not rejoice in the company of Allah. Yet, for all that, it is
not fitting that he should leave off the struggle to turn the heart to the worship
and minimize distractions. In brief, the concern for this life and the concern for
the next abode are in the heart like water which is poured into a vessel full of oil.
According to the amount of water that enters into it, the oil goes out, inevitably,
because they do not mix.
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Three Types
of Hearts
Muhammad Al-Safarini (D.584 AH)
The
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T IS SIGNIFICANT to understand that people’s hearts
– with respect to having faith – are only of three types:

The first one is a heart that is empty of Eman and all sorts of good, this indeed
is a heart which handed Satan the power to break in with whispers and to make it
his dwelling place where he would thoroughly dominate the stage.
The second type is the one enlightened by the bright light of Eman but still an
ownership to frivolous desires and a victim to a hard blowing wind of fake whims,
in which case, Satan involves a different strategy by paying frequent visits, that is
to say, this heart is in continuous war with Satan and the success alternates between
the two, thus, their battle has its ups and downs and the victory is shared by turns
among them, accordingly the state of such heart keeps fluctuating between success
and loss.
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The third type is the one entirely stuffed with Eman and glowing with the utmost
light of faith, the one heart from which all types of doubts, confusions, stains and
impurities have been cleared away, a heart that is so sound that darkness has faded
away from all around it, a heart that is safely kept in a chest full of piercing light
that burns and melts away all thoughts of whisperings (Waswasah), a heart that
resembles the heaven which is safely guarded by shooting stars leaving Satan with
no authority and feasible way of attacking it. And even though the heaven is kept
preserved by these stars, its sanctity cannot compare to the sanctity, sacredness
and the holiness of the believer. Although the heaven is a site of worship for the
noble angels and a headquarter of revelation, yet the heart of the believer is more
sacred by being an abode of Tawhid, Eman, love and the knowledge of Allah, the
Majid.
Accordingly, this heart is well worth being shielded and superintended to
ward Satan off of it. This kind of heart is filled with Allah’s glory and exaltation
as well as His love and protection. This is why Satan can neither approach his
heart nor dare come near it, and if he tries to steal anything from such heart, it will
immediately be pelted with the arrows of Yaqeen (firm belief), the spears of du’a’
(supplications), the rockets of iltija’ (seeking Allah’s shelter), and then finally be
stricken with the swords of mahabbah and qurb (the love of Allah and being close
to him). Satan, however, may snatch of bit of this heart by throwing a shubuhah
(dubiousness, doubts or vagueness) in it while the servant is heedless for he is but
after all only a human being who is subjected to all human short comings
In essence, we can clearly see that people have absolutely no power and no
might except what they can muster through their reliance upon Allah and seeking
refuge with Him.
Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim said in his book, Al-Wabil Al-Sayyib wa Rafi’ Al-kalim Al-

Tayyib. And it was mentioned on the authority of Wahb ibn Munabbih who said:
“I do not dwell in houses and they cannot accommodate me, and what thing can
ever accommodate me and the heavens are a panel with respect to my stool? But I
am in the heart of one who has deserted everything but me.” Ibn Al-Qayyim then
mentioned that that actually explains the narration that goes, “My heavens and
my earth cannot accommodate me but the heart of my believing slave does.”
Shaykh Imad Al-Din Al-Wasiti once wrote, “If Allah desires good for His
servant, He will establish in his heart testimonial guide that will show the cessation
of this world and its passing away along with the perpetuity of the Hereafter and
its eternal stay.
The first step to be taken in this journey is to ensure the correctness of our
repentance. And to do that we must realize that repentance will not be legitimate
except through self-reckoning and preserving the limbs (eyes, ears, tongue, private
parts, etc.) by keeping them from the haram and obtrusive acts. This is what half
of the Din represents. There remains the other half that deals with the fact that we
should carry out all the orders of Allah in terms of obligatory acts such as Salah,
Zakah, Siyam etc. In order to bring the first half into practice, one should keep
away from all forbidden acts and cast them off his heart as well as his matrix. As
to the matrix, he should obey Allah with every limb of his body, and every time he
stumbles he should immediately repent.
And in concern of the heart, he should expel all types of grave and offensive
sins which are considered deadly such as riya’ (duplicity), ‘ujb (self-conceit), kibr
(arrogance), hasad (envy), to love not for the sake of Allah plus the love of dunya
and rejection of truth by denying it, and also belittling people….in addition to so
many other serious offenses of the heart which are a match to the grave bodily
sins such as fornication or adultery, alcohol consuming, qadhf (to accuse someone
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of fornication or adultery without clear evidence) and a number of other major
bodily sins. So these are manifested ones which appear on the outside while the
other ones committed by the heart are hidden ones.”
This being said, whoever does not repent from the inner sins (ones committed
by the heart), his deeds will all be of no avail and the evidence can be found in
the hadith that says, “He will not enter Paradise, the one who has an amount of
arrogance equal to the weight of a mustard seed.” It was also mentioned that
envy eats up good deeds just as the fire eats up wood, and in the qudsi hadith, “I
am the most sufficient of shirk than all those who have been associated with me,
thus whosoever has performed an act while associating others with me, I will
discard him and that which he has associated (with Me).”

Allah the almighty has said, “So whoever yearns for the meeting with his Lord
let him work righteous deeds and associate none as a partner in the worship of his
lord.” So whenever the heart has been cleansed from these offensiveness and
these vices, it will then be fully tidy and so shiny and only mercy will dwell
therein instead of animosity, humbleness instead of haughtiness, honesty
instead of deception, devotedness instead of double-dealing, observing the
grace of Allah instead of being self-centered. It is at this point that our deeds
become wholly pure and ascend unto Allah and it is then that the heart
becomes a pure site of observing the truth by the permission, the will and
the assistance of Allah. And finally, this will ease up our task of completing
the other half of the Din, protect our limbs, and give us the clear thought
that this will turn into reality when we protect the vicinity of our heart, its
chastity and purity of all sorts of deadly sins and crimes which can result in
unwanted consequences.

Remedies
for the Heart
are within
		the Qur’an
Ibn Al-Qayyim (D.751 AH)
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LLAH SAID IN said in the Qur’an, “Oh mankind!
There has come to you instruction from your Lord
and healing for what is in the breasts and guidance and
mercy for the believers.” [10:57]

Diseases of the heart are a mixture of suspicions and lusts which can lead
our souls into turmoil and despair. But, Allah has provided us with a special
prescription that will cleanse and heal our diseased hearts: The Qur’an.
The Qur’an provides the healing for many types of ailments.
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1. It contains proofs and clear evidences which separate right from wrong.
2. It adequately and clearly negates our doubts.
No book on this earth other than the Qur’an provides such comprehensive
proofs and testimonies in relation to exalted matters of monotheism, confirmation
of Allah’s attributes, Judgment Day, Prophethood and refutation of incongruous
doctrines and degenerate opinions.
Although the Qur’an offers a genuine cure for the evils of suspicions and
doubts, the use of it highly depends on comprehending its essence and purposes.
Those who are blessed with such facilities would have the ability to distinguish
between day and night. They would know for certain that all other knowledge
and concepts prevailing among people are either traditions or false presumptions.
As such, they would not offer substitute for rightness, or genuine matters which
provide no benefit for the hearts.
Such vague efforts are simulated by the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad who
resembles them too,
“Inferior camel’s meat on top of a rough mountain, neither the hill is
easy to climb nor the camel is healthy enough to get down the hill.”
(Bukhari)
In fact, knowledge obtained by the theologians could be found in the Qur’an
in a much better elaboration and explanation, for the theologians are inclined to
affectation, wordiness and perplexity. They assume that their attitudes help in
refuting suspicions and doubts, but contrary to their presumption, these suspicions
and doubts were better served by their strains. If healing and guidance, knowledge
and certainty could not be obtained from the Qur’an and the teachings of the

Prophet Muhammad, it would be impossible to obtain them from the utterance of
those perplexed skeptics.
The Qur’an draws its ability of healing the diseases of lusts from its wisdom
and fair exhortation through the over-awing, renouncement of earthliness and
the persuasion into the Hereafter. It draws upon the parables and narrations
containing lessons to be pondered. If the heart assimilated these qualities, it
would certainly be inclined for good deeds and renounce the evil ones. Thus, the
heart becomes fond of straightforwardness and spiteful of perversity.
The Qur’an also eliminates spiritual diseases which prompt us to ill intentions;
hence the heart heals up and returns to its normal nature where its facultative
and self-acquired deeds excel. The body also returns to its normal functioning
by rejecting whatever contradicts the right guidance, as an infant who accepts
nothing but milk. In this course of affairs, the heart feeds on faith and the Qur’an
which provides it with reprimands, consolidation, support, gladness, joy and
invigoration to establish its authority, as a body is nourished by what develops
and strengthens it. The heart and the body would not flourish without adhering to
the Qur’an. Even if they attained some of the desired results from another source,
the attainment would be very minor and would not serve the purpose and desired
end result.
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